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A: Run the following from the command line: unrar x -v
test.rar This will display the contents of test.rar in verbose

mode. You should see all of the archive files in the folder on
the left hand side as well as the file that it is unzipping to the

folder on the right hand side. CSS Animation: Misuse of
Keyframes - terra_cotta ====== alanfalcon The author just

overstates how fast CSS animations will be to develop for. This
is not just a browser limitation, but a limitation of the CSS

spec itself. Like any other component of the DOM, I suppose
this is a bug waiting to be fixed. It has always been slower

than animations built directly with JavaScript, but it's been this
way for ten years now and browsers have only just started

implementing it natively. The author also assumes that
browsers will implement keyframe animations using CSS3,

which is not the case. They will instead be built with JavaScript
functions. The "without JavaScript" example with the rotating

script tag is never used in practice. The issue is that the
animates/animations module in the CSS3 spec is intentionally
limited in scope and only deals with (1) the presentation, (2)
the positioning, and (3) the animations of one property at a

time, which are then used as cues to animate multiple
properties in a ripple-like effect. This is a huge limitation in the
overall spec. To my knowledge there are no recent attempts
to overcome these issues, and as far as I know, it is unlikely

that anything will be implemented for future browsers, or that
there will be a specification change. If CSS3 is to be adopted
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widely, it needs to be modified significantly to be more
practical. ~~~ Androsynth I understand that many people

have thought of keyframes as being a step in the right
direction, and having a few (or even too many) of them can be

pretty neat, but it's not a good spec - it's a bad spec. ~~~
alanfalcon Good point, but a spec with 6d1f23a050
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